The modern and dynamic design makes the P 715 a real eye-catcher on any construction site. However, the high-quality hood and body do more than simply look good. They also provide you with a lot of practical benefits.

The smooth paint finish provides hardly any adhesion surfaces for dirt. It is very light, yet still extremely robust- Its plastic fittings don't rust and can be cleaned particularly easily. The result is an absolutely even application of paint which provides reliable protection against rust.

Putzmeister concrete pumps into so small a space.

Putzmeister concrete pumps into so small a space. You can use them for shotcrete ... or for pumping fine concrete of up to 16 mm. Because of the self-sealing and adjusting ring, you can even use them for liquid screed applications.

The P 715 is an extremely versatile pump. It can pump liquid screed and fine concrete with a grain size of up to 16 mm. As a result, it stands head and shoulders above other pump systems.

The P 715 piston pump

Versatile deployment

The P 715 can reliably convey up to 10 mm portlandi cement and fine concrete over considerable distances. The powerful piston pump is ideal for structure and liquid screed applications.

This makes the P 715 an arbogastically versatile pump which you can always use in those occasions when space on the construction site is extremely limited.

Concrete spraying and floor screed pumping has never been more compact ... or more convenient

Concrete spraying and floor screed pumping has never been more compact ... or more convenient. The successful WECHMA concept: We have housed the entire electronic and control system of the P 715 within the "WAGA" box. Operating and control elements are positioned ergonomically and logically on one side. Everything is easy to see and reach.

The easy to read, analog instruments and robust switches are protected by a sturdy flap. The easy to read, analog instruments and robust switches are protected by a sturdy flap. The easy to read, analog instruments and robust switches are protected by a sturdy flap. The easy to read, analog instruments and robust switches are protected by a sturdy flap. Everything is easy to see and reach.

The sturdy support feet hold the pump securely in place during operation. During transportation, they are easily retracted.

The P 715 can reliably convey up to 10 mm portlandi cement and fine concrete over considerable distances. The powerful piston pump is ideal for structure and liquid screed applications.

This makes the P 715 an arbogastically versatile pump which you can always use in those occasions when space on the construction site is extremely limited.

Concrete spraying and floor screed pumping has never been more compact ... or more convenient.

Concrete spraying and floor screed pumping has never been more compact ... or more convenient. The successful WECHMA concept: We have housed the entire electronic and control system of the P 715 within the "WAGA" box. Operating and control elements are positioned ergonomically and logically on one side. Everything is easy to see and reach.

The easy to read, analog instruments and robust switches are protected by a sturdy flap. This ensures the instruments remain clean and there is no risk of them being damaged.

The P 715 can reliably convey up to 10 mm portlandi cement and fine concrete over considerable distances. The powerful piston pump is ideal for structure and liquid screed applications.

This makes the P 715 an arbogastically versatile pump which you can always use in those occasions when space on the construction site is extremely limited.

Concrete spraying and floor screed pumping has never been more compact ... or more convenient.
The Putzmeister S-transfer tube is especially designed for a long service life and extended service intervals.

The Putzmeister S-transfer tube is especially designed for a long service life and extended service intervals.

P 715 is a modern piston pump which is extremely well suited to working on construction sites. It can be used whenever screw pumps or small piston pumps are too weak and large concrete pumps too inefficient.

The Putzmeister S-transfer tube is especially designed for a long service life and extended service intervals.

The self-adjusting ring is self-sealing and automatically compensates for wear...